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Editor’s Letter

The total crypto market capitalisation topped $2 trillion on August 14, the first time since mid-May, according to data from coinmarketcap. That
was followed by Bitcoin rising above the psychological barrier at $50,000 on August 23. Both these events have improved sentiment and
analysts are predicting a Bitcoin rally above $100,000.
PayPal announced on Monday that it will offer crypto services to residents in the UK starting this week. Users will be able to buy, sell, and
hold Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, and Bitcoin Cash through a new crypto tab on their PayPal account, both via the app and the website. This
move by PayPal will further improve the penetration of cryptocurrencies.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE
GSX-GOLD-BACKED TOKENS FOR SECURITY AND PROFITS,
GET LOANS IN FIAT WITH YOUR CRYPTO, HERE’S HOW MELD IS ADDING A NEW DIMENSION TO DEFI,
DIRTY FINANCE: A PASSIVE INCOME WITH HENTAI NFTS ON TOP OF REDISTRIBUTION!,
CONNECTING MUSICIANS, ORGANIZERS AND FANS, BEATBIND IS SCRIPTING THE FUTURE OF MUSICAL
EVENTS,
WHAT’S MAKING INVESTORS EXCITED ABOUT GAIN PROTOCOL’S STATIC REWARD TOKENS?
&
UNLOCK YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO EARN PASSIVE REWARDS WITH ALOHA’S REVOLUTIONARY DEFI
ECOSYSTEM
We had mentioned in our earlier analysis that Bitcoin may rise to £36,000 and then to £38,000 if it sustains above £31,005
and that is what happened. The BTC/GBP pair rallied to £36,999 on August 23. Traders who had purchased on our earlier
recommendation may book profits on 75% of the open positions and trail the rest with a stop-loss below the 20-day exponential moving average (EMA).
The pair is likely to face stiff resistance at the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level at £36,834.35 and then again at £38,000. If
the price turns down and breaks below £35,280, the pair could decline to the 20-day EMA.
A strong rebound off this support will suggest that the trend remains positive and the bulls will then again try to resume the
uptrend. A breakout of £38,000 could open the doors for a rally to £42,500. The first sign of weakness will be a break and
close below the 20-day EMA. Such a move will suggest that traders are closing their
positions and supply exceeds demand. The pair may then decline to the 50-day simple

Karnav Shah

moving average (SMA).

Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief

Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the cryptocurrency world.

Enjoy the issue!
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After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.
What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- GSX
- CryptoArena
- COLCIAR AND BUDA HOLDINGS
- PYLON
- MELD
- Radiologex

- Neftipedia
- BeatBind
- Mining Tech
- Gain Protocol
- Aloha DeFi
- Dirty Finance

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
GSX-GOLD-BACKED TOKENS FOR SECURITY AND
PROFITS
GET LOANS IN FIAT WITH YOUR CRYPTO, HERE’S HOW
MELD IS ADDING A NEW DIMENSION TO DEFI
DIRTY FINANCE: A PASSIVE INCOME WITH HENTAI
NFTS ON TOP OF REDISTRIBUTION!
CONNECTING MUSICIANS, ORGANIZERS AND FANS, BEATBIND IS SCRIPTING THE FUTURE OF MUSICAL EVENTS
INVESTORS ARE EXCITED ABOUT GAIN PROTOCOL THE
HOTTEST STATIC REWARD TOKEN
UNLOCK YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO EARN PASSIVE
REWARDS WITH ALOHA’S REVOLUTIONARY DEFI ECOSYSTEM

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, welcome to this week’s 196th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto
market cap is $2.14 Trillion, up $164 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading
volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 13.09% to $114.26 Billion.
The DeFi volume is $14.97 Billion, 13.10% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume.
The volume of all stable coins is $86.97 Billion, 76.11% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading
volume.
Bitcoin’s price has increased 6.84% from $46,330
last week to around $49,500 and Ether’s price has
increased 3.91% from $3,200 last week to $3,325.
Bitcoin's market cap is $930 Billion and the altcoin market cap is $1.21 Trillion.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

43.34%

The total crypto market capitalisation topped $2 trillion on
August 14, the first time since mid-May, according to data
from coinmarketcap. That was followed by Bitcoin rising
above the psychological barrier at $50,000 on August
23. Both these events have improved sentiment and analysts are predicting a Bitcoin rally above $100,000.

Ethereum

18.21%

Cardano

4.28%

Binance Coin

3.87%

PayPal announced on Monday that it will offer crypto
services to residents in the UK starting this week. Users
will be able to buy, sell, and hold Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Litecoin, and Bitcoin Cash through a new crypto tab on
their PayPal account, both via the app and the website.
This move by PayPal will further improve the penetration
of cryptocurrencies.

Tether

3.04%

XRP

2.67%

Dogecoin

1.91%

Polkadot

1.27%

USD Coin

1.26%

Solana

1.08%

Others

19.06%

Even legacy finance companies have been facilitating crypto trading for their clients. Wells Fargo and
JPMorgan have partnered with technology and financial
services firm New York Digital Investment Group to
launch Bitcoin funds for their clients. Both the companies will receive servicing and placement fees for referring clients to NYDIG.

Coinbase CEO Brian Armstrong tweeted on August 20 that the company’s board had approved
the purchase of over $500 million of crypto to add to the existing crypto holding. With this, the
exchange becomes the “first publicly traded company to hold Ethereum, Proof of Stake assets, DeFi
tokens, and many other crypto assets,” Coinbase said in a blog post.
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/USDT

We had mentioned in our earlier analysis that Bitcoin may rise to £36,000 and then to £38,000 if it
sustains above £31,005 and that is what happened. The BTC/GBP pair rallied to £36,999 on August
23. Traders who had purchased on our earlier recommendation may book profits on 75% of the open
positions and trail the rest with a stop-loss below the 20-day exponential moving average (EMA).
The pair is likely to face stiff resistance at the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level at £36,834.35 and
then again at £38,000. If the price turns down and breaks below £35,280, the pair could decline to
the 20-day EMA.
A strong rebound off this support will suggest that the trend remains positive and the bulls will then
again try to resume the uptrend. A breakout of £38,000 could open the doors for a rally to £42,500.
The first sign of weakness will be a break and close below the 20-day EMA. Such a move will suggest that traders are closing their positions and supply exceeds demand. The pair may then decline
to the 50-day simple moving average (SMA).
Previous Analysis...
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USDT

We had mentioned in our earlier analysis that £2,400 may act as a resistance and that is what happened. Ether has been struggling to break out and sustain above this resistance for the past few
days.
But a positive sign is that the bulls have not allowed the price to break below the breakout level at
£2,160. With both moving averages sloping up and the relative strength index (RSI) in the positive
territory, the advantage is with the buyers.
If bulls push the price above £2,500, the ETH/GBP pair could start its journey toward the next target
objective of $3,000.
If the price turns down from the current level, the pair could drop to the 20-day EMA. A strong
bounce off this support will suggest that bulls are buying the dips aggressively. That will enhance
the prospects of the resumption of the uptrend.
A break and close below the 20-day EMA will be the first sign that the bullish momentum could be
weakening. Traders who bought on our earlier recommendation may trail their stops just below the
20-day EMA.
Previous Analysis...
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RIPPLE - XRP/USDT

XRP broke above the downtrend line of the descending channel and surged to the overhead resistance at $1.07 on Aug. 11 but the bulls could not sustain the higher levels. The bears pulled the price
back inside the channel on Aug. 12 but the correction was short lived.
The bulls have again pushed the price above the channel today and are attempting to clear the stiff
hurdle at $1.07. If the price breaks and closes above $1.07, the XRP/USDT pair could start its journey
to $1.26 and then to $1.70.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down from $1.07, the bears will again try to pull the pair
back into the channel. If they manage to do that, the next stop could be the 20-day EMA ($0.80).
If the price rebounds off the 20-day EMA, the bulls will make one more attempt to drive the pair
above $1.07. Alternatively, a break and close below $0.75 will signal advantage to the bears.

Previous Analysis...
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CARDANO - ADA/USDT

The long wick on Cardano’s (ADA) candlestick on Aug. 11 shows that bears tried to stall the rally near
the overhead resistance at $1.94. That was followed by an inside-day candlestick pattern on Aug. 12
but the long tail on the day’s candlestick showed strong buying at lower levels.
The bulls have thrust the price above the overhead resistance today, which opens the gates for a
rally to the all-time high at $2.47. However, the RSI has risen above 86, indicating that the rally is
overextended in the short term.
Therefore, the ADA/USDT pair could witness selling at higher levels and may enter a minor correction or consolidation in the next few days. A break and close below $1.94 could result in a pullback
to the 20-day EMA ($1.51).
Alternatively, if bulls defend the breakout level at $1.94, it will suggest that traders are not booking
profits. That will enhance the prospects of a retest of the all-time high.
Previous Analysis...
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BINANCE - BNB/USDT

Binance Coin (BNB) formed an inside-day candlestick pattern on Aug. 12, indicating indecision
among the bulls and the bears. The buyers purchased at lower levels and are currently attempting
to resolve the uncertainty in their favor.
If bulls propel the price above $408.72, the up-move could reach the overhead resistance at $433.
The bears may again pose a stiff challenge at this level and if the price turns down from this resistance, the pair could drop to the 20-day EMA ($347).
A strong bounce off this support will suggest that sentiment remains positive and traders are buying
on dips. That will increase the possibility of a break above $433. If that happens, the BNB/USDT pair
could start its journey to $520 and later to $600. The bears will have to pull the price back below
$340 to gain the upper hand.

Previous Analysis...
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PRESS RELEASE
REAL ESTATE IS BEING DEMOCRATIZED
AND GENIUX IS LEADING THE WAY

What often springs to mind when we think of investing in real estate? Oftentimes, we think of it as
large development firms buying up acres of properties and several high-rises or we think of people
owning multiple investment properties and condos. Simply put, we often envision a large capitalintensive affair that is not accessible to the everyday person.
To a great extent, this is true as most people are told to budget a significant amount of money if they
want to invest in real estate. The issue with this is that it creates a high barrier to entry that keeps
out many everyday people.
As such, it is no surprise that in the last few years, blockchain has been used to democratize the real
estate industry and make it more accessible. This has happened through the tokenization of real
estate projects as well as other forms of investments and as these continue to grow and expand,
more people will be able to enter different investment vehicles and make a profit. One company that
is leading the way in terms of the democratization of real estate is a firm called GENIUS ESTATES.
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HOW REAL ESTATE IS TOKENIZED
Typically, when a piece of real estate is sold to an investor, they buy an entire apartment, building,
house or so on outright or mortgage it, and usually, this investment is limited to one or just a few
people who have to bring a large sum of money.
In the last few years, however, real estate is becoming more tokenized. When a piece of real estate
is tokenized, small fragments or shares in it are sold as digital assets and many people can buy part
ownership of the property. For example, if a piece of real estate is worth $1 million, 100 tokenized
pieces of ownership worth $10,000 each can be sold.
This means that rather than having to come up with the entire $1 million or several hundreds of thousands of dollars to invest in a property, an investor can invest only $10,000 or, in some cases, even
less money. As profits are generated from the real estate investment, investors receive portions of
the revenue depending on how many tokens were bought into the property. The benefit of this is
that people with fewer funds to invest can still benefit from the real estate market and this is what
GENIUS ESTATES is working to improve upon.

HOW GENIUS ESTATES COMES IN
A lot of the time, when a piece of real estate is tokenized, it is sold in what is called a Security Token
Offering or an STO. If a person wants to participate in an STO, they usually have to create an account
with a specific platform and buy into the native token of the STO.
The problem is that oftentimes, consumers have to seek out these platforms in different ways and
have to follow different rules for each platform. GENIUS ESTATES addresses this issue where consumers can buy into multiple STOs using its native token.
This means that rather than go to different platforms, consumers can buy into different investment
vehicles from a single platform the same way you can buy from multiple vendors on a singular
e-commerce site. Income from these different projects is paid out in the native token, GENiUX, which
is an ERC-20 standard token.
Users will also receive rewards for recommending the site to other people and investments on
GENIUS ESTATES are not limited to just real estate. There will be an option to invest in Genius Air that
offers co-ownership of private jets, Genius Art that allows for the buying of NFTs, and even Genius
Sports. Overall, the message is clear that tokenization of different investment vehicles and democratization is key to the new world of investing.
GENIUS ESTATES is currently conducting thepre-sale phase of its own ICO and its first property in
Ireland launched earlier this year in May. Moving forward, we can expect to see even more of these
types of projects pop up that will go a long way to not only make investors more money but make
the industry more equitable and accessible as a whole.
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MININGWATCHDOG SMARTCHAIN MSC
ERC20 TOKEN ANNOUNCES IMPENDING
PRE-SALE LAUNCH

The Primary Currency for Buying All-Crypto Related Products and Services under one Roof!
Miningwatchdog Smartchain MSC ERC20 Token is the first of its kind Smart Token in the Ethereum
Blockchain used as the primary currency on the Miningwatchdog marketplace. A Marketplace that
Crypto enthusiasts can buy and sell new and fairly used miners 24/7. Other Crypto services you can
engage in include Exchanging Altcoins for major Cryptos!
August 30, 2021, Get this: Tens of millions of people worldwide want to get their hands on Crypto
Miners. Unfortunately, not all of them get to buy new ones due to the competition that sees most
miners sold out within days of release. Imagine if there’s a place where you can buy used and new
miners. Then, anyone could get fairly used miners at an affordable rate.
What we are describing is the concept advanced by the Miningwatchdog team in the soon-to-launch
Pre-Sales Event. Most of the ICO’s appearing on the scene are merely startups with hope and a
dream. Not so with Miningwatchdog, which is already up and running. A classic Crypto product and
service provider with hundreds of users.
Miningwatchdog’s ICO has been receiving massive attention across all forms of media. Private
investment groups are also broadly interested in the marketplace. A fully decentralized P2P network
on the Ethereum Blockchain, Miningwatchdog Marketplace allows for transparency. You will get to
save hundreds of dollars with the new decentralized Crypto marketplace.
Cryptonaire Weekly | August 24th 2021
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All mutual agreements are allowed within the Miningwatchdog Smartchain MSC ERC20 Token. The
demand for the token is fueled by the need to buy Crypto mining hardware and services. You can also
sell your tokens for other desired cryptocurrencies on leading exchanges. One of the problems MSC
Token solves is solving Crypto mining issues.
You can get new and fairly used ASIC and GPU miners at an affordable price. The platform also offers
a P2P marketplace for hashrate sales. Those who can’t buy mining equipment stand a better chance
with suitable mining contracts. To guarantee transparency, all activities and transactions are recorded
on the ever-improving Ethereum Blockchain.
Miningwatchdog is announcing their Pre-sale of Token MSC. During the Pre-sale, there are 40,000,000
on offer. 1MSC=$0.5 during the pre-sale event with a vesting period of 6 – 18 months after the ICO/IDO
event. The Pre-sale starts on 30 August 2021at 00:00 UTC and ends on 31 August 2021 at 23:59 UTC.
Discussing the Miningwatchdog Project, CEO Platinum Crypto Academy and Editor in Chief at
Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah noted: “It’s rare you come across a project that explores wider
utilities of the blockchain technology and expands the horizons. It is a a Decentralized Peer to Peer
Multi Utility Token which is a beacon of decentralization and helps investors keep track of their tokens.
We are truly excited to share the Miningwatchdog project and explain its fundamentals to our readers.
We are certain that we will have more about this promising venture in our subsequent publications.”
For more information, please visit https://token.miningwatchdog.com/
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
PayPal Rolling Out Crypto Trading in the UK This Week for BTC, ETH, LTC,
and BCH

PayPal “definitely” has “ambitions to continue to expand” its crypto services range in the other
markets and beyond the US and the UK, where it expects the new rollout to do well.
After the US, PayPal is now allowing its users in the UK to buy, hold, and sell cryptocurrency through
its platform for as little as £1.
To begin with, only four cryptocurrencies will be offered viz. Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin
(LTC), and Bitcoin Cash (BCH).
The new service will begin rolling out this week, the first international expansion of PayPal’s crypto
services outside the US, and would be available to all eligible customers within the next few weeks.
In the US, users can also pay the merchants on the network through crypto, a feature not yet confirmed for release in the UK.
Read more...
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Institutional investors bet big on Solana while BTC outflows persist

Solana represented one-third of total inflows to institutional crypto investment products this past
week.
Institutional investors are loading up on Solana (SOL), with one-third of inflows to crypto investment
products being invested in instruments tracking Solana this past week.
According to CoinShares’ Aug. 23 Digital Asset Fund Flows Weekly report, $7.1 million flowed into
Solana investment products between Aug. 15 and Aug. 20.
While the price of SOL gained a megre 1.4% on the spot markets over the same period, SOL has
gained 110% from $35.58 since the start of August to trade for $75 as of this writing.
CoinShares’ report notes that institutional crypto investment products bucked a six-week trend of
outflows, with roughly $21 million flowing into the sector this past week.
Products tracking Cardano (ADA) were the second-most popular for the week with inflows totaling
$6.4 million. Institutions also poured $3.2 million into products tracking Ethereum (ETH), $1.8 million
into Litecoin (LTC), and $1.1 million into Polkadot (DOT).
Read more...
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GSX-GOLD-BACKED TOKENS FOR
SECURITY AND PROFITS

In recent times, there are numerous cryptocurrencies that are present in the global cryptocurrency
market. Cryptocurrencies today are incredibly volatile, and their value may rise or fall depending on
various factors. The feature of cryptocurrencies that has to be highly volatile is one of the reasons
why a huge population does not want to deal with them.
Cryptocurrencies come with a sense of uncertainty since they can see an appreciation in value at
a very fast rate earning the investors profit; simultaneously, the reduction in its value also happens
at a similarly fast rate. Cryptocurrencies are highly responsive to market trends and global updates.
This characteristic of a cryptocurrency raises hesitancy in the minds of those investing in crypto.

THE SOLUTION TO VOLATILE CRYPTOCURRENCIES – STABLE COINS
One of the innovations that have emerged as a solution to counter this uncertainty is stable coins.
Recently, the market has seen a proliferation in stable coins. The question that arises is, what exactly
is a stable coin? Stable coins are essentially a form of cryptocurrency linked to an asset that guarantees that the value does not change drastically. For instance, if one were to see the introduction
of Tether, a stable coin, it is backed by the US dollar. As a result, the value of the stable coin, as the
name suggests, remains stable, i.e. fluctuates very little. Unlike cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum
and Bitcoin, it is not as volatile. Furthermore, it is also not subject to immediate rise and fall in value.
A stable coin effectively counters the fallacies of a volatile cryptocurrency.
Cryptonaire Weekly | August 24th 2021
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As a result, the cryptocurrency market has witnessed the emergence of GSX-Gold Secured Currency,
a new take on a stable token. This growth token, much like all other stable tokens, is also backed
by an asset, in this case, gold. The precious metal gold provides the stability of this cryptocurrency.
The stability comes from the fact that gold, a precious metal, will always have a consistent value,
which can only increase. This consistency in gold’s price brings stability to the value of Gold Secured
Currency and ensures investors of a minimal value of the asset, and guarantees profits. GSX is
backed in a unique manner that utilizes a trust for added investment security.

WHAT IS “GSX-GOLD SECURED CURRENCY”?
Utilizing the Apollo Blockchain, GSX is an innovative, growth token. GSX, a gold-backed token, is a
result of the endeavour to find a solution to the volatile nature of cryptocurrencies. The growth token
is backed by a trust comprising gold and land rich in gold. It is essentially a gold-backed token that
ensures investors’ long-term profits by making a low-risk crypto investment.
The land owned by GSX in Zimbabwe, which is rich in gold, is one of the assets behind GSX. This
gold-backed token combines the best of every world to create one of the strongest and most stable
cryptocurrencies. The name itself suggests that this token is one of the stable cryptocurrencies that
derives its security from gold.
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STABILITY WITH PROFITS
Essentially, GSX is a gold-backed token that offers a minimum value to its investors, and they are
assured of a certain value from this growth token. The value of these gold-backed tokens is secure
with assured growth. Its value cannot depreciate based on any circumstances that may arise in the
future, thus making it a very low-risk crypto investment.
GSX is secured by stable assets that can only grow in value. The company owns several acres of
gold-rich land in Zimbabwe. The value of the land and gold will remain constant with minor fluctuations, but the trend in their prices will only be upwards. This guarantees definite security behind GSX,
and the investor is ensured with minimal losses. The company has already revealed their plans of
initiating a gold mining project in the said land; with infrastructural developments, the price of the
land will only grow. Simultaneously, projections show a rise in the prices of gold for the indeterminate
future. Since the price of the land and the gold will appreciate, it is guaranteed that the value of GSX
will only increase shortly. This provides enough security and surety for any investor to invest in GSX,
the best among stable cryptocurrencies.

HOW THE GSX-GOLD-BACKED CRYPTO WORKS
The working of this low-risk crypto investment is not hard to discern. This stable cryptocurrency
works on a mechanism that is quite similar to any other investment in crypto. The GSX mechanism
is based upon the company’s investments, the gold-rich land and the subsequently mined metals
by the company. Investing in GSX gold crypto tokens means that the investor has the rights to the
mine, the infrastructure, all equipment related to it, the metal-rich land, and the mining company itself.
Additionally, 50% of the gold produced by the company would be invested in the gold-backed token
itself to increase its value.
COIN BURNING
The initial value of the gold-backed tokens are based upon the value of gold, and the gold-rich land,
as mentioned above. The parent company also uses a technique termed “coin burn” to ensure that
the stable cryptocurrency retains its value. In this technique, the parent company “burns” an equivalent of 50% of the available tokens and can shift their value onto the remaining tokens to increase
the value of the remainder. This technique shows that the stable cryptocurrency’s value is sustained
and deflationary.
INVESTMENT IN THE TOKENS
The parent company guarantees that 25% of transaction fees associated with the products of the
company will be directed towards mining more gold and mining land to maintain a constant supply
to back the stable cryptocurrency. 50% of the gold mined would be furthered to back the GSX gold
crypto token, which would result in an increase in its value.
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The GSX gold crypto token operates on the Apollo Blockchain, which supports rapid transactions
and other numerous functions. This provides a secure environment for investing in crypto and for
trade and transactions. The blockchain allows users to easily increase their earnings through variable period staking, where they can receive bonus GSX and redeem GSX’s growth in value after a
set time period.

UNDERSTANDING THE GSX ECOSYSTEM
The ecosystem that the gold-backed crypto tokens operate on is extremely secure. Firstly, it provides
those investing in crypto with a decentralised platform to have a secure space to trade-in. The stable
cryptocurrency is backed by land, the metal industry as well as gold itself. Therefore, it ensures those
investing in crypto an assured value. The asset’s profits would increase uniformly with time, giving
investors a reason to own the gold-backed crypto token.
Apart from this, the ecosystem is planned to be audited regularly. This would ensure that the ecosystem is transparent and accountable. Even the blockchain technology that this stable cryptocurrency
operates on is transparent and assures the investors that their crypto investment is secured. The
blockchain that the GSX gold crypto tokens operate on is immutable and, therefore, incorruptible.
The blockchain ensures that all transactions taking place on the platform are secure. The most enticing feature of the blockchain is its quantum resistance.
The GSX gold crypto tokens will possibly raise the standard across the entire range of stable cryptocurrencies. The GSX gold crypto tokens have the capability of commanding a new standard in
the marketplace. This prediction can be made since the stable cryptocurrency is based on gold.
Compared to most stable coins, the characteristic of the GSX gold crypto tokens being backed by
gold and being able to grow in value as a traditional cryptocurrency is a huge incentive.

HOW DO THE INVESTORS EARN PROFIT?
BENEFICIARIES TO THE PROFIT
As a holder of the gold-backed tokens, the investor is a trust beneficiary of the land rights. The
company and the land have been put under a trust that ensures the GSX holder is a beneficiary
and shares in the value generated by the assets. Apart from this, the gold-backed tokens are also
redeemable against the price of gold.
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WHAT DRIVES THE VALUE OF GSX?
The value of the GSX is supplemented by gold reserves and gold-related assets held by the company. It is supported by gold and other metals mined. The gold-backed token is also supported by
the gold-rich land owned in the trust, whose value is predicted to increase. The GSX token comes
along with several features. The commissions from GSX transactions subsequently support the parent company’s infrastructure and influence the ecosystem that it operates on. Additionally, 50% of
the tokens that would be remaining after the completion of the Coin Distribution Event would be
burned, and their value would be added to the remaining tokens.

THE PRICE OF GOLD AS A VALUE-DRIVING FACTOR
The value of gold itself, the proceeds from mining the gold, the proceeds from mining other metals,
and the various methods adopted by the parent company all culminate in raising the price of the GSX.
Gold itself serves as a valuable asset universally. Therefore, as the value of gold rises in the market,
the value of this stable cryptocurrency will also increase.
As mentioned above, the parent company of the gold-secured currency has created a trust comprising several acres of gold-rich land. The token’s value is proposed to be increased based on
increased gold production from the mentioned land, as the company intends. As the stock of gold
within the company increases, the GSX gold crypto tokens would also be backed using revenues
generated from the production of such gold. Additionally, the backing to the growth of GSX would
also come from revenue generated through other endeavours of the parent company.

CONCLUSION
Although gold backed tokens already exist in the market, the GSX ecosystem comes with the additional surety of being a transparent ecosystem and combines traditional cryptocurrency growth. This
can be discerned by GSX gold crypto tokens operating on a transparent blockchain, and third-party
audits will be held regularly. The sensitive nature of traditional cryptocurrencies makes them very
vulnerable and highly volatile to invest in. However, the GSX gold crypto tokens come with assured
security, stability and incentives for anyone investing in crypto.
Most of the cryptocurrencies in the market are not characterised as liquid. However, this growth coin
comes with the unique characteristic of being highly liquid since it can be redeemed against the price
of gold. All these characteristics and the entire ecosystem surrounding the GSX gold crypto-tokens
make it revolutionary, and its introduction is set to probably change the cryptocurrency market space
forever.
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CryptoPunk NFTs Break Sales Record as Visa Sparks Buying Frenzy

Monday set a new sales record in CryptoPunks for a single day, and August sales have also set a
monthly record, with prices for the NFTs averaging nearly $200,000.
Sales of CryptoPunk non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are soaring to new record levels, in another sign of
just how frenzied the market has become as credit-card giant Visa jumps into the fray.
On Monday, sales volumes of CryptoPunks topped $86 million, a daily record, according to data
from the industry tracking website CryptoSlam.
And sales so far in August have already reached $332 million. Prior to August, the largest single
monthly sales total was $135.2 million during July. This month’s average price for a CryptoPunk is
$199,069, more than double last month’s average.
The market is so hot that Visa apparently had to pay up for its CryptoPunk purchase, announced
Monday. According to CryptoPunks creator Larva Labs, the NFT that Visa bought – CryptoPunk
#7610 – was acquired for a price of 49.50 ether (ETH, +0.84%) (ETH), which works out to about
$150,000. That’s more than double the price of 21.75 ETH paid less than a month ago by a user
named “gmoney.”
Read more...
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JPMorgan, Wells Fargo Move To Launch Bitcoin Funds in Collaboration
With Crypto Giant NYDIG

Banking titans JPMorgan and Wells Fargo are gearing up to launch new Bitcoin funds in collaboration with crypto giant New York Digital Investment Group (NYDIG), according to filings with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
NYDIG is a Bitcoin-focused technology and financial services company and subsidiary of investment
management company Stone Ridge Asset Management.
SEC documents show that Wells Fargo is on the move to launch a Bitcoin fund in partnership with
the NYDIG. The banking giant will receive placement and servicing fees as they refer clients to
NYDIG, which is the fund’s issuer.
JP Morgan is also teaming up with the crypto giant for a new Bitcoin fund, according to an SEC filing. The NYDIG will act as the fund’s issuer, and JP Morgan will earn servicing and placement fees
for referring clients to NYDIG.
In July, JPMorgan announced it would be allowing all wealth management clients to access Bitcoin
and other crypto-focused funds. In April, the company announced that it would be offering Bitcoin
investments to its wealthy clients, also using NYDIG for custodial services.
Read more...
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GET LOANS IN FIAT WITH YOUR CRYPTO,
HERE’S HOW MELD IS ADDING A NEW
DIMENSION TO DEFI

The challenge to encash crypto is still one of the biggest bottlenecks in the mass adoption of cryptocurrencies and the mainstreaming of decentralised finance (DeFi). Over the past decade, cryptocurrencies have evolved as a distinct asset class – and evidently, the more profitable compared
to traditional investments like stocks and precious metals. For a significant majority, the idea that
cryptocurrencies are “real money” lacks conviction. It is because of the limited real-world utilities of
cryptocurrencies.
There is no doubt that cryptocurrencies are valuable digital assets. However, if cryptocurrencies
are to accomplish the unique goal of the blockchain revolution – which is to create an alternative
decentralised financial system – they must be seamlessly interchangeable with cash. Once the
divide between fiat and crypto is flattened, only then will we be able to see blockchain-driven digital
assets becoming a product of the masses.
Taking the challenge head-on, MELD, a Cardano-based DeFi protocol, is now bridging the gap
between fiat and crypto, and is not only making them seamlessly interchangeable for users but is
also adding new dimensions to the world of decentralised finance by making its exclusive services
easily accessible to all by, providing no questions asked fiat loans against crypto collaterals.
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INTRODUCING MELD
MELD is one of the top DeFi projects on the Cardano network, created by MELD Labs. MELD explains
itself to be “an open-source, non-custodial liquidity protocol for borrowing fiat (USD and EUR) against
crypto collateral and earning yield on deposits”. Simply put, it is a DeFi project that allows anyone
to use their crypto assets to get instant cash loans and also allows investors to leverage their fiat
investments to generate better returns. In addition, MELD also provides a range of products, including MELD debit cards, which can also be used to open a line of credit against crypto investments.
The goal is to provide access to decentralised financial tools to all and eliminate the barriers to entry
for even the unbanked. In effect, MELD brings conventional banking services to the world of decentralised finance.
The project is led by a team of industry experts who have carefully crafted the protocol to deliver
on the vision of connecting the financially marginalised and investors of all depths to one platform
where they can enjoy the perks of DeFi. One of their advisors, Christian Katz, is a former CEO of the
Swiss Stock Exchange. His presence in itself is a testimony to the fact that MELD is here to make
shape-shifting changes to the world of finance. Also, the technical team behind MELD is one of the
most experienced. In fact, MELD has the biggest tech team of Haskell Engineers, working behind the
scenes, which makes Hachi & ADAmatic possible for MELD.

HOW FIAT LOANS AGAINST CRYPTO WORK
MELD protocol allows users to get cash advances against their crypto holdings. The ecosystem is
designed to allow fiat liquidity providers to lend fiat to meld protocol. Investors can seamlessly lend
cash and earn interest using MELDapp. Lenders earn a high rate of interest on their lent portfolio as
MELD leverages multiple different sources to generate the interest paid to lenders on the platform.
Borrowers are charged interest and the proceeds from “trading fees APY from the Vaults of MELDed
assets” is also distributed to liquidity providers.
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Borrowers can get cash loans in popular fiat currencies against their crypto holdings. It is a simple
process. To borrow cash against crypto, all that a borrower has to do is to deposit their acquired
tokens to a MELD loan smart contract. Initially, the MELD protocol will support Cardano (ADA), Bitcoin
(BTC), Ethereum (ETH) and Binance Coin (BNB). Once the user deposits their crypto holding to the
MELD loan smart contract, they become eligible to get up to 50% of the value deposited as a cash
advance. Alternatively, users can also use their deposit to get a credit line, which would allow them
to withdraw cash when they need it and pay interest only for the time they need cash. As such, MELD
is offering a full suite of lending services against crypto collaterals, similar to conventional banking.
The best part is that borrowers get instant cash with no strings attached and the fiat is transferred
directly into the borrower’s account. MELD also provides a debit card that can be used to get credit
against crypto collaterals.
To repay their fiat loans, users can choose to pay monthly interest and continue the loan or they can
pay it all when they want and settle the account. Once the payment is made in full, the crypto
collateral locked in the MELD loan smart contract gets automatically unlocked and the crypto assets
are returned to their owners. To protect investors or liquidity providers, MELD allows lenders to withdraw their “fiat” investments at any point in time. Also, in the event of any crypto-backed fiat loan
facing a liquidation issue, the collateral is converted to fiat to ensure that liquidity providers don’t
lose their cash. The entire process is simple and makes DeFi easily accessible, while protecting the
interest of investors and taking care of the needs of the borrowers.
It is important to note that borrowers who deposit crypto as collateral don’t have to partake with
their holdings to get a secured loan with MELD protocol. They continue to be the rightful owners and
have their keys. As such, borrowers continue to use fiat loans and also benefit from the increase in
the value of their crypto holdings. MELD also ensures the entire process is fully compliant with local
regulations. All users, including the lenders and borrowers, have to participate in the KYC and AML
procedures while “depositing fiat, withdrawing fiat, receiving loans, and paying loan interest”.

WHAT BENEFITS MELD PROVIDES TO PRIVATE INVESTORS
The core idea that drives the MELD ecosystem is to bring financial empowerment by providing
access to financial tools to all including small investors and even the unbanked. By making lending
and borrowing seamless and equally profitable for all stakeholders, MELD is surely gearing up to give
conventional financial intermediaries a run for their money. MELD’s products are meant for investors
of all shapes and sizes, but we believe it is particularly useful for private retail investors who have
always felt to be at the receiving end at the hands of big institutional investors who can operate at
minimum margins. Here’s a list of key benefits that MELD offers to private investors:
1.Easy and secured opportunity to generate income from their investments: By not putting a cap on
who can become an investor, MELD protocol allows even small retail and private investors to tap into
the DeFi market and earn secured and fixed interest on their investments.
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2.Secured investments: While the returns are guaranteed, the investments are secured because
liquidity providers have their investment secured by crypto assets worth 2X the loan. Also, in the
event of liquidation issues with the borrower, MELD automatically converts the crypto collaterals into
fiat and redistributes them to the lenders.
MELD’s white paper explains: “Loans are issued at a Loan to Value (LTV) ratio of 50%. If the collateral value falls to LTV 65% or stays above 50% for more than three days, a margin call happens. The
customer must provide added collateral to bring the loan back to an LTV of 50%. The same happens
if the LTV reaches 75%. If the LTV reaches 85%, a liquidation event is triggered where the collateral
is converted to USD/EUR stable coins, equivalent to the fiat loan plus a 5% fee. The balance of the
collateral is then transferred back to the customer, and the smart contract terminates. The customers
keep the fiat they borrowed.”
1.More profitable: MELD protocols have multiple different sources to leverage to provide investors
with significantly better returns when compared to conventional investments. The APY with MELD
investments is on par with the DeFi industry and up to at least 5X better than most conventional
investments.
2.Accessibility: It’s a hassle-free, no-fuss protocol and after simple KYC and AML procedures, anyone can join the MELD ecosystem and become a fiat liquidity provider. There is no cumbersome and
extensive paperwork required.

WHAT ARE MELD TOKENS?
MELD Tokens are the native tokens to the MELD ecosystem. They have several utilities on the platform:
1.Earning opportunity through staking: MELD is a DeFi protocol and users can stake their MELD
tokens to earn static rewards. The protocol automatically rewards all MELD token owners who secure
the network by staking their parked token holdings. Staking MELD tokens can be a great way to generate secured passive income. To protect token owners, the MELD staking pool acts as an insurance
solution for protocol. The staking pool is specifically designed to mitigate any untoward losses that
might occur due to impermanent loss (IL). MELD confirms that their APY for staking comes from 40%
of all protocol fees, such as MELDed assets.
2.Governance: MELD tokens can also be used to participate in the governance of the MELD ecosystem. MELD operates as a decentralised automated organisation (DAO). All MELD token owners get
to participate in the decision making. On the platform, “MELD holders can pay a small fee to open
proposals that MELD stakers can vote on” through the MELD governance contract. Once a proposal
is put to vote and it receives the required minimum participation and votes, the proposal is then forwarded for consideration and execution.
3.Early lender/borrower rewards: Early lenders and borrowers on the MELD protocol will receive
rewards for their contributions. These rewards will be in native MELD tokens.
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HOW TO GET $MELD
The only way to get $MELD currently is through their Initial Stake Pool Offering (ISPO). An ISPO is a
liberating new way for investors and the community to support MELD using the Cardano blockchain.
Users who wish to participate in the MELD ISPO can delegate their ADA to the public MELD stake
pools to start earning the MELD token. Delegators will be rewarded with either 100% MELD rewards
OR 50% MELD and 50% ADA rewards depending on the pool chosen.

OPPORTUNITIES WITH MELD
When you think of MELD, think of the ecosystem as a full suite of conventional banking and finance
services forked on a DAO model. MELD is bringing the entire range of conventional banking solutions to the world of DeFi by creating an ingenious advanced protocol. The opportunities with MELD
are abundant. If you are an investor, regardless of your ability to invest, you can start earning up to 5X
better returns than conventional investments from day one. The investments are secured as becoming a fiat liquidity provider secures your lent sum with crypto collaterals. Alternatively, if you want to
get into staking for higher returns and rewards, you can also purchase MELD tokens and stake them
to earn 40% of protocol revenues and generate a static passive income.
Those who need cash but don’t want to part with their crypto assets can easily use their crypto as
collateral to get an instant loan or a line of credit with MELD protocol. It is a win-win for both as borrowers continue to get benefits from the increase in value of their crypto holdings and also use cash
when they need it. With a line of credit, users can use their crypto collaterals to own a product that is
everything like a conventional credit card and can be used to withdraw cash as and when needed.
Moreover, MELD offers a range of products to make even newbies feel at home. The goal is to make
decentralised financial services and opportunities available to all in a highly secure and hassle-free
manner, while complying with all regulatory requirements. One can access all of MELD’s products
and services using one single app, the MELD DApp. The MELD DApp will be live Q3, 2021, and will
be available for iOS, Android and as a web extension.

CONCLUSION
MELD is a next-gen protocol that provides all stakeholders with practical utilities. Making cryptobacked fiat loans seamless and easy, MELD is rolling out the most extensive DeFi Banking ecosystem that is solid on all fronts, including regulatory compliance and executive expertise. It is also one
of the top projects on the Cardano network at present. The DeFi world is exploding. Coinbase, in
its latest earnings report for Q2, posted a 4,900% year-on-year increase in revenue attributing the
gains to the movement of institutional investors to DeFi protocols. MELD has all the potential to be a
market leader as it dilutes the hard separation between conventional and decentralised banking and
allows seamless and profitable interchange between fiat and crypto. It wouldn’t be surprising if we
see MELD taking the market by storm in the next couple of months.
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Iran to Lift Ban on Bitcoin Mining Next Month

Earlier this year, Iran was responsible for an estimated 4.5% of Bitcoin mining globally.
Iran paused Bitcoin mining in May for four months due to power shortages.
The country legalized and began regulating cryptocurrency mining in 2019.
Iran will lift its four-month ban on cryptocurrency mining in September, according to a report from
the Iranian Students' News Agency that was subsequently picked up by Iranian English news site
Financial Tribune.
In May, President Hassan Rouhani put the temporary prohibition in place as the country's electrical
grid came under strain due to high temperatures and energy shortages.
Today's declaration, from Iran Power Generation, Distribution and Transmission Company (Tavanir)
spokesperson Mostafa Rajabi Mashhadi, indicates the Ministry of Industries, Mining and Trade plans
to stick to its original resumption date of September 22, rather than extend the moratorium. The
Financial Tribune reports that Mashhadi said Tavanir hopes electricity use will ease in the coming
month so that legal cryptocurrency miners can continue operations.
Read more...
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Opensea's Record-Breaking Monthly NFT Volume Captures More Than $1.5
Billion

30-day statistics show the non-fungible token (NFT) marketplace Opensea has captured $1.564
billion in volume, according to data recorded by dappradar.com. Opensea’s trade volume has
increased by 542% over the last month and all-time statistics indicate that the NFT market has seen
$2.423 billion in trade volume.

Opensea’s Monthly Trade Volume Skyrockets
Non-fungible token (NFT) sales have skyrocketed during the last 12 months and these digital
images, worth millions of dollars, are swapped every day. According to statistics, the largest NFT
marketplace is Opensea and a lot of NFTs are bought and sold on the platform.
Dune Analytics data indicates that as of Sunday, August 22, 2021, there are more than 245K unique
Ethereum addresses that have leveraged Opensea at least once. The same Opensea dashboard
data indicates that as of August 1, 2021, 965,477 NFTs were sold. Dappradar metrics show in 30
days, there were 149,907 traders using the Opensea market.
Last month’s data in terms of NFT trade volume shows that Opensea broke a record by capturing
more than $1 billion in 30-day trade volume. In fact, at the time of writing, dappradar.com data shows
that Opensea saw approximately $1.564 billion in 30-day volume.
Read more...
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DIRTY FINANCE: A PASSIVE INCOME WITH
HENTAI NFTS ON TOP OF REDISTRIBUTION!

This year, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) appear to have exploded out of the ether. These digital assets
sell like 17th-century exotic Dutch tulips for millions of dollars. These can be anything from art and
music to tacos and toilet paper. A digital asset that depicts real-world elements like art, music, ingame items, and films is known as an NFT. They’re bought and traded online, often using cryptocurrency, and they’re usually encoded with the same software as many other cryptos.
Even though they’ve been around since 2014, NFTs are gaining popularity as a more popular means
to buy and sell digital art. NFTs are also one-of-a-kind, or at the very least one of very small runs,
containing unique identifying codes. If a certain asset is in demand, cutting down the supply should
theoretically increase its value.
Is it worth the money to invest in NFTs? Some experts believe they’re about to burst. Others feel
that NFTs are here to stay and will forever revolutionise the way people invest. There is a boom in
the non-fungible token industry. Consequently, it’s not surprising that Hentai Anime Studios are also
converting their intangible assets to NFTs. You will learn about Dirty Finance and its DIRTY token in
this article. You’ll also receive instructions on how to exchange DIRTY tokens. DIRTY Finance is an
NFT project. It emphasises dropping NFTs in the Hentai genre. Staking DIRTY Tokens lets you gain
access to DIRTY Finance’s NFT Marketplace and earn unique NFTs.
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WHAT IS THE DIRTY FINANCE ECOSYSTEM?
Dirty Finance is a cryptocurrency project that focuses on non-fungible Hentai tokens. The project’s
anime authors are currently producing these NFTs. Dirty Finance is a cryptocurrency at the same
time. Users can farm $DIRTY to obtain $DirtyCash tokens, which can be used to purchase Dirty
Finance’s artwork (non-fungible tokens). It’s worth noting that the team uses a ranking system based
on stars. The rarest NFTs are only available to big token holders. The most rare non-fungible Hentai
tokens are only available to large token holders. NFTs’ characters in full attire, on the other hand,
have the lowest rating of 1 start.

DIRTY FINANCE OPPORTUNITIES
Dirty Finance has been in the crypto world for a few months and is now listed on Coinsbit.io, Bibox.
com, and Tokpie, among other places. In just one month, the interest accumulated for redistribution
to holders has increased by 6.8%. So, if you buy $Dirty and the volume continues the same for the
upcoming days, and the price keeps the same, your investment will increase by 80–100% in a year.
With all of the infrastructure they’re building, they obviously believe there are many opportunities
for the price to rise.
At the time of launch, the circulation supply was 500 billion $DIRTY. As a result, even without any other
smart contract capabilities, all holders’ market share has increased. For example, if you had held 5B
at the start, you would have had a 1% market share of the 500B circulating supply. But, because they
have burned 30B and the circulating supply is now 470B, the 5B held now has a market share of 1.06%
As a result of the reduced circulating supply, a holders’ market share has climbed by 6%. Dirty is on top
of the burn and redistribution; the sellable Hentai NFTs that only holders will be able to redeem (when
available through the website) will provide a completely independent passive income.
Staking contracts will be released on Tuesday the 17th August and 12+ NFT’s will be available to
collect straight away. The introduction of staking is a landmark and is allowing dirty finance to use
innovative, fun and profitable ways for holders to earn a passive income with the sellable NFT’s
whilst enjoying redistribution and burn. All holders that join the staking contract will receive 200 dirty
cash and this amount will be more than enough to collect a 1 star dirty finance NFT straight away.

WHAT ARE DIRTY TOKENS?
The DIRTY token is based on the ERC20 standard. DIRTY’s main benefit is that it gives you access
to the rarest Hentai NFTs. The team will also release the Dirty Cash token. People are paying Dirty
Cash tokens to redeem Hentai NFTs. People can also earn more Dirty Cash if they stake LP tokens
if they want to earn faster.
DIRTY has additional value due to its tokenomics. The team began by burning half of the token supply. Furthermore, every transaction results in a 5% commission (due to an audited contract). As a
result, the smart contract distributes a 5% commission: 2% is burned, 2% is sent to all holders, and
1% of all transactions is put into the project’s growth fund.
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To buy DIRTY tokens with ETH, follow these three simple steps:
– ETH can be used to fund your account. If you don’t have any cryptocurrency, you can buy ETH
with a credit card in a matter of minutes.
– Place your buy trade order in the DIRTY/ETH order book.
– Withdraw DIRTY tokens to an Ethereum wallet of your choice or keep them on the account.
Follow these three steps to sell DIRTY tokens for ETH:
– DIRTY tokens must be deposited into your account.
– Place your trading order to sell in the DIRTY/ETH order book.
– Withdraw ETH to your Ethereum wallet or keep it on the account.

WILL THE POPULARITY OF NFTS LIKE DIRTY TOKENS SOON FADE?
In our view, the answer is no. According to the New York Times, NFTs have been present since the
mid-2010s, but their popularity has recently risen. So, what’s driving the recent surge in popularity? One explanation, many experts believe, is the coronavirus. According to the NFT Report 2020,
Covid-19 sparked a boom, with the NFT market valued at more than $250 million in 2020 (via the
Times). Ethereum, for example, has seen a significant increase in value over the last year. In other
circumstances, it can be used to partially or fully purchase NFTs, and as the value of Ethereum
assets increased, so did the underlying owner’s purchasing power.
When it comes to introducing the world of Hentai to the crypto sector, Dirty Finance is leading the
way. Investors are starting to take notice due to the massive release of staking and lp staking scheduled for 17th of August, 2021. They not only reward holders with a 2% burn and 2% redistribution per
transaction, but they also reward them with exclusive original artwork NFTs. These NFTs can be sold
on third party marketplaces like opensea.io.

THE REASON FOR ESTABLISHING DIRTY FINANCE NFTS
The Hentai genre was not accommodated in the NFT and crypto sector, so with over 10,000,000
monthly Google searches for ‘Hentai’, this firm established $DIRTY; a token dedicated to this genre
started just a few months ago and has a big market to expand into. Since their start, they’ve been
hard at work collaborating (NSFW and SFW) with a slew of influencers who collectively have over
1,000,000 followers. To commemorate the relationship, Dirty Finance creates bespoke and unique
NFTs. Some are SFW influencers, while others are adult job stars from Only Fans, etc. When holders
of a $DIRTY stake (just pay the minting cost), they will be able to collect all of the NFTs in the set for
free. Otherwise, the only method to get these NFTs will be to buy them with $DIRTY on our website
or with Ethereum on Opensea.
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Each artwork is animated, limited, and categorised by star rating (based on rudeness and scarcity)
before being staked. There will only be a limited number of each star minted. The 6th star will only
have roughly 6 in circulation and will be the rarest; as the stars go down, the amount produced will
increase, and the model will have more outfits.

WHY AND HOW SHOULD YOU CHOOSE NFTS?
NFTs are likely to stay in popularity due to their concept of uniqueness and having access to something that no one else can have without the owner’s voluntary decision to copy it. Paintings, baseball
cards, and other works of art can be easily replicated, but NFTs offer actual single ownership, which
appeals to many people. NFTs are also likely to keep appearing as blockchain becomes a more common way to prove ownership.
In some ways, NFTs are just another asset class supporting the rise of currency assets and blockchain
exchanges. On the blockchain, land deeds and property ownership can be represented as NFTs that
are automatically appraised in real-time. A soccer player’s digital trade card might include performance
numbers like goals scored, and the stats could be updated in real-time throughout the player’s live
game. NFTs might potentially be established for expensive or rare cars to represent real-time ownership and value transfers across the vehicle’s lifetime. NFTs, like ordinary sports tickets, flights, and
luxury hotel stays, can be offered as silent auction items. NFTs can also aid in protecting intellectual
property rights by allowing the creator’s IP to be tracked back to the digital asset.
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Experts believe that there are numerous opportunities for investors seeking to gain exposure to
the asset class through managed funds or individual NFTs. While these are exciting opportunities,
investors should keep in mind that there is a danger of not selecting the correct NFT, ensuring the
transaction is secure, and not understanding the asset’s underlying worth. Before you buy an NFT,
do your research, and if you’re not sure which one to buy or invest in, wait until space matures. We
believe that managed funds will be offered to investors, which will help to handle some of the challenges of diversification and risk.

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR $DIRTY?
The DIRTY token brings digital assets into the public eye. Still, they must prove that they can earn
consumers’ trust and evolve if they are to become the onramp for greater general adoption of
blockchain-based systems. NFTs are quite popular in the art world, and many people mistakenly
believe that art is the only use case when there is actually a multitude of them. NFTs have various
applications outside of artwork, collector trading cards, and the game industry. Governments, for
example, can issue digital passports linked to NFT counterparts on the blockchain to prevent fraud.
Therefore, the next safety deposit box is the DIRTY Token. People have trusted banks for decades
to store their most valuable possessions in an airtight, fireproof box that requires a physical key or, in
some cases, a code to open. On the other hand, the DIRTY Token is the 21st century and beyond’s
safety deposit box. The DIRTY Token can be a digital box that holds all of a person’s most valuable
collectables and papers, such as wills, testaments, jewellery certification and ownership, and critical
financial documents, rather than a physical box.

CONCLUSION
The non-fungible token industry is booming. Famous singers, painters, and other non-crypto professions are increasingly embracing the ERC721 standard’s benefits. As a result, it’s no surprise that
the Hentai anime industry seeks to wrap its intangible assets in NFTs as well. Dirty Finance is an
ERC20 token that focuses on developing highly sought-after Hentai NFTs. Hence, the Dirty Finance
platform will evolve alongside the NFT platform. This crypto opportunity based on Hentai is worth
your consideration.
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El Salvador president announces infrastructure already being built ahead of
country's Bitcoin adoption

According to Nayib Bukele, there will be 200 ATMs and 50 branches capable of converting Bitcoin
into U.S. dollars starting on Sept. 7.
Nayib Bukele, the president of El Salvador and the principal figure behind the country’s adoption of
Bitcoin (BTC), said residents will have the opportunity to convert their crypto to fiat immediately after
Bitcoin is recognized as legal tender.
In a Sunday announcement on Twitter, Bukele said 4.5 million adults in El Salvador would have the
option of HODLing their Bitcoin once the country officially accepted the cryptocurrency as legal
tender or “withdraw[ing] it in cash at any of the 200 ATMs.” According to the El Salvador president,
there will also be 50 branches capable of withdrawing or depositing fiat for residents to hold crypto
or immediately liquidate their salaries.
Bukele previously said that the government would be building the infrastructure to support a stateissued Bitcoin wallet, called Chivo. The president claimed that “Chivo ATMs” will eventually be
“everywhere” and allow El Salvadorans to withdraw cash 24 hours a day without paying commissions on their holdings, but no one will be forced to use them.
Read more...
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FTX Announces the First-ever Collegiate Crypto Naming Rights Sponsorship
with Cal Golden Bears

Cryptocurrency exchange FTX’s latest partnership is with the Cal Golden Bears, who will play their
home games on newly rebranded FTX Field, starting this season.
The California university signed a 10-year naming rights deal for $17.5 million with FTX.US.
In this first-ever collegiate cryptocurrency naming rights sponsorship, the signing amount will be
paid entirely in crypto. Learfield will accept payment on behalf of the university, which will then pay
Cal annually in cash.
While having no plans to accept crypto payments at this time, Cal said they “will consider how it can
offer this at the right time.”
Earlier this year, FTX won the naming rights to the area of the Miami Heat, FTX Arena, naming rights
to eSports team TSM, partnered with MLB, and struck a deal with Tom Brady.
Through this historic agreement, FTX has received the naming rights to the field at California
Memorial Stadium, which will now be known as FTX Field at California Memorial Stadium.
Read more...
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CONNECTING MUSICIANS, ORGANIZERS
AND FANS, BEATBIND IS SCRIPTING THE
FUTURE OF MUSICAL EVENTS

Music is something that everyone enjoys. Music has become an integral aspect of human life,
regardless of genre. Music is not just simple entertainment, but it is a large industry.
As the music industry grows rapidly, individuals and companies are coming up with innovative ways
to use blockchain technology. BeatBind is the result of such an innovative idea. This article covers a
BeatBind review and discusses the BeatBInd utility token, a new innovative crypto project targeting
the music industry. The BeatBind utility token will allow music lovers to book tickets using cryptocurrency.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF BEATBIND
The worldwide music industry is estimated to be worth $53.77 billion and is continuously growing
every year. This all comes from the sale of tickets, albums, digital downloads, and so forth. The
music industry has a lot of promise and will keep growing in the future.
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BeatBind is a music event organizer using blockchain technology for the first time in the music industry. It is a blockchain event organisation and talent auction platform. Through it, performers, venues,
event organizers, and fans combine forces to create the most unforgettable music experiences on
Earth. BeatBind aims to be the long-awaited platform for organizing music events using the BBND
utility token. BBND is BeatBind’s utility token, serving as the global currency for all transactions.

WHAT PROBLEMS BEATBIND SOLVES
The music event sector is trailing far behind other industries in adopting open digital solutions.
Scams and fraud in the ticketing industry undermine the value of many event organizers. Moreover,
there is no data gathering in the event business, which causes revenue forecasts to be inaccurate.
The situation is equally hazardous for performers, venues, and fans.
BeatBind hopes to handle each of these issues through the development of its platform and the
wider ecosystem. The main aim is to make it as easy as possible for all participants in the event
organisation ecosystem to connect and engage. It will take advantage of the huge demand for the
best artists, organizers, and venues by leveraging multiple auction models. These auctions result in
drastically enhancing the artist gig fees.
BeatBind will provide a better opportunity for emerging artists, both locally and globally. Additionally,
fans will be able to buy tickets directly from event organizers via BeatBind. It results in reducing
fraud, forgeries, and ticket scalping. This new, free market will include the establishment of all kinds
of events, from concerts to exclusive private parties. As the platform grows, the barriers to admission
for all parties will be dramatically reduced. Finally, as the official token, BBND will capture a significant portion of the new value created on BeatBind for the first time in the world.
BeatBind is establishing a multi-stage business model, with each level serving as a foundation for
and accretive to the next platform level. This is done to address each of the industry’s four major
concerns by establishing the following solutions.
BEATBIDDER
BeatBidder is a platform that connects venues, DJs, artists, and all other parties engaged in the
music event. This event planning helps to deliver a valuable experience for everyone. BeatBind uses
auction methods to raise revenue for the most in-demand DJs and venues. Moreover, it removes
barriers to entry and minimises expenses in the industry due to the sheer size of the market.
BEATBUY
BeatBind events organised through BeatBuy will include ticketing as a standard feature. BeatBind
fans will be able to get tickets directly from the band, lowering the entry barrier. Apart from removing those obstacles, BeatBuy also does away with the unnecessarily high fees charged to event
participants.
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BEATX
The BeatX app allows fans the power to shape the event they’re attending. This also shapes eventrelated experiences like social networking and in-person interactions. Fans will have access to
newsfeeds and will be able to participate in various ways to assist the organizers in better shaping the event. BeatBind uses a strict escrow procedure for refunding money in the event of failed
transactions. Furthermore, it also resolves disputes between venues, artists, and event organizers
to protect everyone and ensure integrity.
BEATAI
Machine learning is used by BeatBind’s AI technology to provide revenue estimates. These estimates will be helpful for venues when justifying decisions throughout the planning process. It
provides income estimates and other data. That helps all users decide who to recruit and where to
perform, and other matters that will reduce risk and lead to even more growth.

WHAT IS BEATBIDDER?
The BeatBidder platform connects venues, DJs, musicians, and any other parties in the process of
organizing a music event. Through BeatBidder, venues can access an international pool of musicians, thus filling their entire calendar with rewarding events. Furthermore, BeatBind will allow
venues to bid on well-known DJs and increase their fees as the demand grows for them. It is also
benefiting venues that would not otherwise be able to reach them.
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If you are an event manager or you want to host an evening performance at your place, the
BeatBidder search can help you to find a local artist available on your date. The first result of the
search list will show you some prominent performers according to your needs. You will be able to
check the DJ’s experience, talent, and popularity through their track record. Also, BeatBind helps
venues with revenue estimates for their chosen artist while at the same time allowing organizers of
the event to use a crowdfunding feature to offset the cost of the event.

HOW BEATBUY OFFERS A SMART TICKETING SOLUTION
BeatBuy is one of the amazing features of BeatBind that offers a smart solution to the true fan base.
Fans will get direct access to every BeatBind event through BeatBuy without any entry hurdle.
This eliminates ticket fraud and the emergence of secondary markets. BeatBuy will remove these
roadblocks, putting money back into the hands of musicians, organizers, and all other businesses
engaged in producing a music event.
Additionally, if you want to return tickets due to any issue, BeatBuy offers users an option to return
tickets and get refunded. Also, if you are a true fan of any performer and want to pre-purchase the
tickets, you can do it as well. BeatBuy offers you the option to pre-purchase tickets for any event
organized on the BeatBind multi-layered platform.

BENEFITS OF USING BEATX
BeatBind created this application specifically for fans. The app includes event-specific features such
as newsfeeds, reviews, dating and connecting, and direct ticketing. It allows BeatBind fans exclusive
rights to vote on a concert music programme. Besides the pre-concert selection vote, the fans can
also vote to reduce the compensation of artists who perform poorly.
Almost every regular concertgoer has experienced a frustrating moment – one in which an alcoholic
singer muttered a few lyrics before stabbing his followers and abusing them – but not BeatBind fans.
Unlike other platforms, BeatBind hears your dissatisfaction in cases like this. You can show your dissatisfaction through the voting process. As a result, the fans will be partially compensated if they did
not live up to the crowd’s expectations.
If you want that DJ to play your favorite song or any song you want to play for someone, you can bid
for that song. These platforms allow their fans to bid for their song. Eventually, the song that wins
the contest will be played by the DJ. In short, you will get a completely different experience due to
the BeatX fan based app that would allow you to experience music like never before.

WHAT MAKES BEATBIND PROMISING?
Perhaps you’ve been to a music event where your favourite musician performs. Thousands of
people are expected to attend this event to witness their favorite artist perform. It is normal to see
this occurrence for music organizers as well. Organizing music events is stressful because it is hard
to coordinate musicians, advertise music events, sell tickets, etc. Having a small network makes it difficult
for music promoters to receive aid. This is a prevalent issue when it comes to planning music concerts.
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BeatBind is a platform designed to help people organise music events. Musicians, venues, event
organizers, and fans can all connect and support one another using BeatBind. There are no issues
with quality performers, a lack of connections, or agencies. It is because venues and organizers can
bid on artists, and similarly, artists can bid on event organizers. The venue owners may outsource
event organisations to managers using the BeatBind multi-layered platform. All parties involved in
the music events sector will benefit in this way.
BeatBind isn’t just for event planners and musicians; it’s also for you, the enthusiast. BeatBind allows
users to connect with other BeatBind users via the BeatBind application. Fans may buy tickets or
raise funds for BeatBind Events using this app. This allows fans to engage with one another while
also reducing fraud, forgeries, and ticket scalping.
BeatBind’s ultimate goal is to become a universal token for the music business. BeatBind supports
the use of its new crypto token for music genres. Additionally, BeatBind is an innovative crypto project since it offers a trusted, low-cost alternative to traditional payment methods. The BeatBind token
(BBND) is a utility token that serves as the medium of exchange for all BeatBind platform transactions.
It will also strive to unify all payment systems in music events. So, there will be no more physical chips,
cards, or dozens of different currencies for events. BeatBind aims to collaborate and partner with the
music industry to make the BeatBind utility token a universal and natural payment solution.
BeatBind’s technology combines cutting-edge components with battle-tested technologies to
enhance performance and increase flexibility. BBND tokens are based on the ERC20 standard and
are managed on the Ethereum blockchain. BeatBind also uses smart contracts and guarantees its
security by using the Ethereum blockchain. Such revolutionary features of BeatBind make it promising. It will change the look and feel of the music industry, enabling people to experience live music
like never before.

CONCLUSION
Globally, there are an estimated 375 million active music fans, contributing to a music market that
is worth $53.77 billion. The data shows that the global music industry has a lot of potential and
will continue to grow in the future. Organizing concerts, however, is typically difficult, despite the
tremendous market potential. Many organisations have to deal with problems such as lack of quality artists, poor connectivity, and delayed third parties. An event involving music is slowed down
because of this issue.
With BeatBind, concerts, parties, and festivals will be transformed into new experiences. The barriers to admission will be significantly lowered as the platform grows. BeatBind promises to increase
artist booking rates by using multiple auction formats. BeatBind also harnesses the tremendous
demand for top performers, event organizers, and venues. BeatBind offers emerging artists greater
opportunities, both locally and abroad. Furthermore, fans will be able to purchase tickets directly
from event organizers via BeatBind, which will reduce fraud, forgeries, and ticket scalping.
For more information, we invite you to visit www.beatbind.io or go to www.stex.com to learn more
about BeatBind (BBND).
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Cardano Reaches All-Time High As Rally Reaches New Heights

The price of Cardano (ADA) has reached an all-time high of $2.64 this morning.
The price of Cardano (ADA) has reached an all-time high of $2.64 this morning, breaking the previous record of $2.54 set on Friday. ADA now trades for $2.58, up 4.5% from yesterday, according to
data from crypto metrics site CoinGecko.
Cardano is the native token of the eponymous blockchain project helmed by Ethereum co-founder
Charles Hoskinson. The altcoin overtook stablecoin Tether on August 13 as the third-largest cryptocurrency, with a market cap of $82 billion. ADA’s up 17% over the past week and 116% in the past
month.
Cardano’s price surge began in earnest on August 10, when Hoskinson “pre-announced” the date
when smart contracts would be integrated on the platform as part of the Alonzo network upgrade
later this year. Three days after that “announcement of an announcement,” the development company behind Cardano, Input Output, disclosed the date as September 12.
Last month, Cardano received a big boost when investment firm Grayscale’s Digital Large Cap Fund
included the asset in its portfolio. As of this writing, 4.26% of the fund is invested in ADA. 67.47% of
the fund is held in Bitcoin and 25.39% in Ethereum.
Read more...
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Kenya does more peer-to-peer crypto trades than anywhere else in the world

According to Chainalysis, Kenyans lead the world in crypto P2P trading.
According to the recent Global Crypto Adoption Index 2021 report by Chainalysis, Kenya leads the
world when it comes to crypto transactions in terms of peer-to-peer (P2P) trading.
The East African country’s peer-to-peer exchange trade stands ahead of the over 150 surveyed
countries, ahead of other African superpowers like Nigeria, South Africa, and Ghana.
The report had used an index that accounted for the purchasing power parity of the country’s currency while also putting the Internet penetration of the country into consideration.

Weakening Kenyan Shilling is pushing people to crypto
It was deduced that the weakening national currencies in these countries played a role in pushing
P2P trading higher. In Kenya for instance, the Kenyan Shilling has depreciated by 6.3% against the
US dollar since January. This could grow much higher because the economy of most of these countries is still battling with the delta variant of the coronavirus epidemic.
As stated in the report, “many emerging markets face significant currency devaluation, driving residents to buy cryptocurrency on P2P platforms in order to preserve their savings.”
Apart from the falling value of their national currency, another reason for the growth is tied to the
faster and cheaper way cryptocurrencies allow for remittances back home.
Read more...
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INVESTORS ARE EXCITED ABOUT GAIN
PROTOCOL THE HOTTEST STATIC REWARD
TOKEN

The DeFi ecosystem is booming, to say the least. The biggest advantage with DeFi protocols is the
potential to generate a substantial passive income with minimum investment. However, with more
and more investors actively diversifying their conventional portfolios and investing in DeFi protocols,
rug pull and scams are mushrooming.
It’s concerning and explains why one must learn to distinguish between brilliance and mediocrity
when choosing where to invest. At the Platinum Crypto Academy, we actively help traders and
investors learn and make informed decisions. Here, we introduce you to a super-exciting and promising DeFi project – Gain Protocol – that’s grabbing eyeballs for all the good reasons, which we
explore in our in-depth Gain Protocol review.

TRUST IMBALANCE: WHAT’S WRONG WITH MOST MAKE-MONEY-FROM
CRYPTO INITIATIVES?
As DeFi makes it easy to enter a whole new world of finance with endless opportunities, the number
of “options” positioning themselves as the ultimate make-money from crypto alternative is growing
indiscriminately. Most of these projects have an inherent trust deficiency. With no vision or value,
a significant majority of the projects mushrooming each week, get busy selling themselves as one
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of the best fixed-reward tokens. Many investors have been preyed upon by organised groups of
cybercriminals masquerading as blockchain pioneers dedicated to creating the most profitable DeFi
solution. One of the key aspects of becoming a successful investor is to make informed decisions.
However, we do acknowledge that the complexities involved in distinguishing DeFi projects based
on their technical architecture and underlying infrastructure is beyond the abilities of an average
investor. It leads to a growing trust imbalance. Most make-money-from-crypto-projects have nothing
to fill the gap because investor protection and risk mitigation is what they are least concerned about.
This is exactly where Gain Protocol represents investor interests. It ensures the highest levels of
protection to the most vulnerable. As soon as the project hit the market, it has had an overwhelming
response from the community. Because many investors are already excited about Gain Protocol’s
static rewards tokens, we believe they deserve an introduction as one of the top DeFi projects worth
your time and money.

INTRODUCING GAIN PROTOCOL
Gain Protocol is one of the top DeFi projects with unique fixed rewards tokens to help investors create a fixed static income for themselves with their parked crypto assets. It also provides investors
with the highest levels of transparency and security with their Whale Protection design, which keeps
your investments safe from the market manipulators with big pockets. The Gain Protocol ecosystem
features seven different ingenious protocols to protect investor interests.
Gain Protocol also features some exciting, unique opportunities through Sweepstakes, which allows
token owners to earn exciting rewards every week. Its community-driven approach puts retail and
individual investors at the forefront and extends the opportunity to earn big with crypto investments
to those with limited means. The fixed rewards DeFi tokens that drive the Gain Protocol ecosystem
are unique tokens built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
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Its distinguishing static rewards feature allows token holders to keep generating a fixed passive
income proportional to their holdings. What makes it exciting is the static rewards keep growing in
perpetuity as the transactions on the Gain Protocol network grows. Effectively, it means that as the
community becomes bigger, your crypto wealth thrives. All you need to do is acquire Gain Protocol
tokens at their best price for maximum returns. Following the cardinal rule, moonshots are the best
investments when you act early.

INVESTOR PROTECTION
One of the most significant advantages of the Gain Protocol is that it follows a zero-compromise
policy when it comes to protecting $Gain Investors. One of the seven Gain Protocols – the Whale
Protection protocol – is designed to protect small investors’ capital from taking a hit due to irresponsible and sometimes purported manipulation of the market by big investors often referred to
as “whales”.
When these big investors go on a dumping spree, they can easily contribute to plummeting the
prices of any DeFi token. With the native “Whale Protection Protocol”, $Gain Investors have nothing
to worry about, and in fact, get to benefit from irresponsible indiscriminate selling attempts. Gain
Protocol implements a fee that applies only to gainers who act irresponsibly and sell large amounts
of coins all at once regularly.
The process from the “whale activity” charges are added to the static reward pools and redistributed
to all token holders proportionally. Effectively, it means that $Gain owners not only benefit from the
3% of each transaction that’s shared with $Gain holders but they also get a share of the “X%” fee
collected from the bigger sales.
The Gain Protocol also has clearly defined what qualifies as large scale additionally chargeable
transactions. “If the liquidity pool currently has 100 coins, holders can sell up to 2 coins without paying the additional fee. If a holder sells 6 coins within a day, an additional fee of 16% will be charged
(6-2)2. The additional fee has a maximum cap of 25%.”
As the DeFi markets are growing faster than ever, the number of whales looking to profiteer at
the cost of smaller investors is also increasing. As a mid-cap or private investor looking to create a
sustainable and scalable passive income, your digital assets must be protected from the activities
of bigger investors. The gain protocol has meticulously designed its investor protection solution to
charge such irresponsible and concerted selling activities and automatically and adequately compensate even the smallest investor.

GAIN PROTOCOL ADVANTAGE FOR RETAIL INVESTORS
$Gain are getting increasingly popular amongst retail investors. One of the top DeFi tokens on the
market, the Gain Protocol has unique advantages for its retail investors. Let’s take a quick look at
some of them.
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1.Easily Accessible: Investing in Gain Protocol is easy. One can simply visit the Gain Protocol website
and purchase $Gain. The tokens are already listed on PancakeSwap.
2.Fixed Rewards: If you’re an investor looking to create a fixed reward passive income from your
crypto holdings, $Gain is your best bet. $Gain owners get access to the best and most secure earning opportunities to create a passive income for themselves. All $Gain token holders continue to earn
fixed rewards in perpetuity as the transactions on the network are taxed and proceeds redistributed
to token holders. The best is the rewards keep on increasing as the transactions on the network grow.
3.Greener Tokens: With the debate around the energy efficiency of top tokens like Bitcoin and
Ethereum ensuing, experts are raising their concerns about the environmental impact. $Gain is created on the ultra-powerful and advanced Binance Smart Chain (BSC), which uses the Proof-of-Stake
(PoS) consensus mechanism to validate transactions on the blockchain. It is highly energy efficient
with a near-zero carbon footprint. Unlike conventional Proof-of-Work (POW) consensus mechanisms,
$Gain tokens don’t involve the energy-intensive mining process. As such, by investing in Gain
Protocol, you also get to contribute to creating a more sustainable and secure means of value storage mainstream. Gain Protocol offers a true sustainable passive income solution with the highest
levels of transparency and security.
4.Additional Earnings With Sweepstakes: Gain Protocol provides users with additional earning
opportunities through Sweepstakes. These are native draws – 7 Sweepstakes protocols are held
every day using the 1.5%-3.4% fee. The proceeds from the draws are given to random token owners.
Because the Gain Protocol Sweepstakes are automated, there is no chance of any fraud. To retail
investors, it means there’s always a chance to win big – seven times a week.
5.Reasons You Can’t Ignore Gain Protocol
Cryptocurrency DeFi investments are soon going to take over conventional investments like stocks
and precious metals for sheer utility and accessibility. Even the IMF and their counsellors now agree
that the blockchain-based monetary system has the potential to provide financial services and solutions to the unbanked. Gain Protocol is committed to removing the biggest investor bottleneck in
DeFi – and that’s security. The project allows investors to earn static rewards and is one of the best
DeFi projects offering highly profitable, fixed tokens designed to benefit private investors. If you’re
reading our Gain Protocol review this far, we understand that you have been looking to get a sustainable passive income solution with your crypto investments. Gain Protocol’s fixed rewards tokens
are simply something you can’t afford to miss.
Here’s why:
1) Whale Protection Protocol: Securing retail investors’ assets from undue and artificial depreciation due to irresponsible activities of bigger investors who start selling indiscriminately, triggering
a panic, which subsequently leads to a price drop, Gain Protocol’s Whale Protection solution is
designed to deter such attempts to manipulate the prices. Gain Protocol charges a separate fee for
bigger transactions. The fees from these transactions are redistributed to token owners.
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2) Swap X: As a retail investor, one of the biggest advantages you have with Gain Protocol is the
ease of sale and purchase. You can easily acquire and diversify your $Gain directly from their website’s advanced Swap X feature. It allows users to directly purchase, sell and swap $Gain.
3) Audited Smart Contracts by Solidity Finance: As DeFi gets popular, we see how rug pulls and
Ponzi schemes are duping investors globally. The smart contract is the ultimate recourse to ascertain the legitimacy of the claims. Gain Protocol is increasingly drawing investor interest because it
already has its Smart Contract audited by a reputable firm, Solidity Finance.
4) Dynamic Liquidity Protocol: One of the most critical components of any DeFi protocol is liquidity.
While in conventional markets, we have an intermediary financial institution determining and influencing the price movements, the decentralised crypto exchanges function on Automated Market
Makers (AMMs). The prices are determined by the free market forces and the availability of buyers
and sellers. The dynamic liquidity protocol is designed to ensure there is no dearth of liquidity and
$Gain users get the best value for their assets. Gain Protocol’s smart contract applies a fee on all
transactions, of which 2% is automatically transferred to a dynamic liquidity pool to ensure seamless
supply. This benefits token owners and helps stabilise the price and availability.
5) Pioneering Philanthropy 3.0: Integrating blockchain with charity, the Gain Protocol also features
a dedicated charity pool. With an innovative and more transparent way to help promising charities,
with $Gain, you will also be pioneering Philanthropy 3.0, which is now happening through blockchain networks. One of the key advantages of Gain Protocol’s charity pool is that it ensures the
highest levels of transparency and allows you to be a part of a thriving charitable initiative while also
earning fixed rewards from your crypto investments.
The Gain Protocol platform features many different opportunities for investors. Most importantly,
the tokens and the ecosystem around them are designed to be highly secure, investor-friendly and
provide consistent income, which grows with your token holding and transactions on the network.

CONCLUSION
DeFi projects, sloganeering “Make-money-from-crypto”, are a dime a dozen. However, when the
dust settles in the coming months, only the projects that prioritise investor protection, are rug pullproof and have a solid foundation of advanced technical architecture will survive. Gain Protocol
checks all the boxes and prioritises investor interests. Features like Whale Protection show the
commitment and the underlying philosophy that inspires the Gain Protocol team. Gain Protocol also
has Swap X features, which makes it easy for investors to buy, sell or swap the tokens directly on
the Gain Protocol website, without having to visit Pancakeswap Dex. It shows that the platform is
investor-oriented. With such advanced features, it’s not at all difficult to filter Gain Protocol from the
rest of the fixed rewards tokens. As a DeFi enthusiast or serial investor, you would definitely want
to explore how to make $Gain a part of your diversified portfolio.
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Bloomberg Announces Launch of New Decentralized Finance Index for
Institutions

Bloomberg, a global business and financial news giant, is expanding its coverage of the crypto markets with a new decentralized finance (DeFi) index.
In a new press release, Bloomberg says the company is teaming up with digital asset manager
Galaxy Digital to launch Bloomberg Galaxy DeFi Index, which will use the ticker symbol “DEFI.” The
statement adds that the DeFi benchmark is “owned and administered by Bloomberg Index Services
Limited and is co-branded with Galaxy.”
Alan Campbell, head of product management for Bloomberg’s multi-asset index business, says that
DeFi is growing as the next big trend in crypto investments.

“As liquidity and institutional custody solutions continue to grow, DeFi has become an increasingly
compelling option for institutional investors, and we’ll continue working with Galaxy to expand our
crypto index offering.”
According to the statement, the index will track the performance of the largest DeFi protocols by
market value that offer financial services without any central intermediary, such as banks, exchanges or brokerages.
Read more...
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US Mayor Says Bitcoin Will Keep Rising as the Fed Continues Printing More
Dollars

The mayor of the U.S. city of Jackson, Tennessee, explains that the price of bitcoin will keep rising as
the Fed continues to print money. He believes that bitcoin is “definitely the future monetary system.”
Mayor Explains Bitcoin’s Price Will Keep Rising as the Fed Continues to Print Money
Mayor Scott Conger of the U.S. city of Jackson, Tennessee, commented on the price of bitcoin
Saturday in relation to the Fed’s money-printing policy. He wrote:
As the Feds continue to print more USD, this chart will continue to rise. Bitcoin could be the present,
but is definitely the future monetary system, and after 21M, there isn’t any more.
The BTC price when the mayor tweeted was $49,626.81. At the time of writing, the price of the cryptocurrency is sitting at $49,775.13 after it surpassed the $50K level Monday morning.
Bitcoin.com News reported in April that Mayor Conger was exploring payroll conversions for city
employees as well as bitcoin mining to add BTC to the city’s balance sheet.
In July, he tweeted that his city’s blockchain task force is looking into how the city can “accept property tax payments in bitcoin and allow our employees to DCA in bitcoin.”
Read more...
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UNLOCK YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO EARN
PASSIVE REWARDS WITH ALOHA’S
REVOLUTIONARY DEFI ECOSYSTEM

Globally, more than 3.5 billion people use smartphones, and each of them is required to pay their monthly bills. Yet, nearly 76% of people find it either difficult to get online daily or fail to come online until the
payment is made. Another fact worth noting is that nearly 67% of people don’t use the entire bandwidth
(or data) allocated to them, either on their smartphone contracts or business/home ISP contracts.
This is where Aloha comes into the picture. Aloha monetises all the unused data, enabling smartphones to share that data through the Aloha application by sharing data and WiFi in return for payments in loyalty tokens. Aloha is free of cost, highly secure, and open for everyone who wishes to
use it. In this article, learn more about Aloha, one of the top Defi projects in the market, which also
offers an excellent way to earn passive income. This Aloha Defi review will also help you understand
how staking NFTs can be profitable at Aloha and help users earn Defi rewards.

WHAT IS ALOHA DEFI?
Aloha is one of the best Defi projects. Its decentralised finance ecosystem acts as your gateway to
the world of Defi. Aloha offers NFTs, staking as well as DAO platform, which makes use of NFTs.
Users can also earn exciting rewards if they choose to participate in the DAO. All of this happens at
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an instant speed as well as for a minimal transaction fee. Crypto enthusiasts can do all of the above and
more by using Aloha’s mainnet product. With the Aloha app, you can also earn digital tokens by simply
sharing the bandwidth on your phone.
Both Aloha and Hotspot users can make money by choosing the Aloha platform. All they need to do is
share the unused data on their smartphones and earn money in the process. The Aloha tokens earned
can then be used for online shopping and even for staking Aloha NFTs.

ALOHA ECOSYSTEM: ALL IN ONE ONE-STOP DEFI SHOP
Aloha happens to be a decentralised P2P blockchain app for WiFi sharing. Aloha allows users to share
their unused data or WiFi and receive tokens in exchange.
The Aloha application allows users to earn as well as buy Aloha tokens. It is designed to be simple and
enables the Aloha community to make all the crucial decisions. Once on the Aloha platform, users can
purchase Aloha NFTs through a simple gateway.
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FOLLOWING ARE THE ALOHA ECOSYSTEM BENEFITS:
Hotspot hosts: If we talk about Aloha Ecosystem Benefits, then you must know that Aloha allows its
users to easily share their unused mobile data through the app. Sharing unused mobile data helps
users earn rewards that can be redeemed for Aloha tokens and marketable tokens.
Online Shopping: Users can also use their rewards for buying special deals offered by local businesses through the Aloha shopping mall. Aloha’s online mall features trade functionality and quick
exchanges for users. With the help of the Quick Exchange, users can convert Aloha digital tokens
into ETH, BTC, as well as other currencies. Users can trade the tokens with the help of API access
to any partner exchange platform. Hence, if a local company sends an offer voucher, then the recipients or the Hotspot Hosts shall receive a push notification informing them about the special offer in
their dashboards.
The Hotspot Hosts can visit the View Local Offer section and view the multiple vouchers available
before them. Users can download these vouchers and redeem them to get Aloha tokens. The
Hotspot Hosts can go shopping at the Aloha online mall, where they will find multiple products,
preferred retailers, and categories. Alternatively, hosts can also suggest products or/and retailers to
Aloha. The hosts can then make payment with the help of their Aloha credit card or using another
card. The Hotspot Hosts looking to purchase more tokens can buy Aloha tokens at the Buy More
Aloha section.

ALOHA DECENTRALISED FINANCE
Aloha decentralised finance enables users to engage in the staking of Aloha tokens and earn NFTs.
Thus, holders of the NFT enjoy exclusive advantages like perks and governance rights. With Aloha
NFTs, users get the right to vote on important issues, like how Treasury funds should be used. The
higher-level NFT holders get additional voting power.
On every transaction, Aloha applies a 3% transfer fee. This fee gets automatically divided between
the Development Fund (20%), Treasury (70%), as well as NFT holders (10%). This creates a selfsustainable Aloha ecosystem that generates rewards for stakeholders on every single transaction.
Apart from this, the Aloha community gets governance rights over the Treasury funds. As a result,
holders are allowed to participate in regular buybacks with profit or burns sharing.

INCOME OPPORTUNITIES WITH ALOHA
If you are searching for some passive income to pay your bills, then you can easily use the Aloha
app to fulfil your objective. With the Aloha applications, you can share all the free traffic and unused
data and receive rewards in return. The app needs to function only for an hour every day, and you
will receive your Aloha loyalty payments with minimal effort.
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BELOW, FIND OUT HOW ALOHA PROVIDES USERS AND BUSINESSES
WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO EARN PASSIVE INCOME.
FOR USERS
As far as users are concerned, they share their bandwidth using the Aloha app with others in the
Aloha community. As a result, the users (also referred to as the Hotspot Hosts) get to make some
Loyalty Tokens.

FOR BUSINESSES
Boost Traffic: Businesses too can boost traffic to the desired venue with the help of Aloha, which
is one of the top Defi projects. They can do this by increasing traffic by almost 50% and over three
months. Apart from witnessing their business grow, owners also earn Defi rewards in the form of
Loyalty Tokens.
Earning for Recommendations: Users can also recommend other suppliers, local businesses, etc. to
become a business user, as well as earn Loyalty Tokens for doing the same.

ALOHA’S ADVANCED YIELD FARMING GAINS
A popular trend in the crypto world is the concept of lending money and earning interest in
exchange. Thus, instead of simply waiting for the value of ETH, BTC, and other coins to rise, crypto
enthusiasts are now earning returns by simply lending their cryptocurrencies or employing other
strategies for earning yield. This yield farming can help them double their interest rates, much higher
than what they can make with dollars. With Aloha, which is one of the best Defi projects for crypto
lovers, users can earn by staking NFTs as well as through advanced yield farming gains.

STAKING WITH ALOHA
Several crypto organisations today offer NFTs. However, the Aloha NFT is unique. Each Aloha NFT
has its votes, based on how rare the NFT is. One can easily purchase the Aloha NFT on the Open
Sea market or even stake their Aloha tokens and earn them. Once the users have their first NFTs,
they can stake them through a fast process. Aloha has integrated with Polygon, and thus the process of staking NFTs is both inexpensive and quick through the Aloha platform.

HERE’S WHY ALOHA NFTS ARE THE BEST:
Limited amounts every month: Users can sell or swap Aloha NFTs on different platforms in the
future.
Voting power: NFT holders get exclusive voting rights with NFTs.
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ALOHA NFTS
Aloha’s decentralised platform allows users to engage in NFT staking. Thus, users can stake their
Aloha Tokens as well as earn a unique NFT in return. These NFTs have distinct features based on
the amount of Aloha that users stake. It also has features like governance, exclusivity, pools, partnerships, and more.

FOR EVERY ALOHA, THERE IS GOING TO BE A FEE OF 3%, WHICH WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
Treasury: 70% of the 3% fee.
Marketing, Operations & Development: 20% of the 3% fee.
NFT Holders: 10% of the 3% fee.
The above will not only help in creating a strong ecosystem but also assist in incentivising the NFT
holders. How the Treasury funds will be used shall be decided after a community discussion through
proposals within the governance platform.
Thus, Aloha’s NFTs will be utilised in governance as well as provide a unique opportunity to both the
community and the investors. Users of Aloha will get the opportunity to design proposals through
the governance mechanism, as well as determine the future of Aloha. A user will typically have one
vote for Rare NFT, five votes for Ultra-rare, and fifty votes for exclusive VIP NFT.

ALOHA NFT STAKING
Staking NFTs is quite simple when using the Aloha app. To acquire the Aloha NFT, a user will need
to stake Aloha through their platform for a specific period and claim NFT after the staking period is
complete. The NFT rarity shall depend on how much Aloha is staked. Thus, there will essentially be
three distinct pools, including:
1.RARE: Stake as many as 10,000 Aloha coins for ten days and get a Rare NFT.
2.ULTRA-RARE: Stake 90,000 Aloha Tokens for fourteen days to get your Ultra-Rare NFT.
3.EXCLUSIVE VIP: Stake 200,000 Aloha coins for twenty-one days and get Exclusive VIP NFT.
Once the agreed period comes to an end, you can claim your NFT to the wallet. If a user un-stakes
before that period, he/she won’t be eligible for the NFT. But they will still get 100% of their Aloha
returned to their wallet. Also, after the NFT has been duly claimed, users can un-stake their Aloha
as well as re-stake to receive another NFT.
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ALOHA DEFI ADVANTAGES
As far as the Aloha Defi project is concerned, it is the top Defi project available to crypto users globally. It offers a decentralised financial ecosystem, which is transparent as well as doesn’t need plenty
of resources. It uses blockchain technology that makes it accessible to more people with ease. The
Aloha platform allows users to control all things, such as the changes that take place inside the network. Users can also decide on the changes that are to be implemented within the network. Apart
from this, they can also submit proposals as well as vote on them.
The Aloha platform allows users to control all things, such as the changes that take place inside
the network. Users can also decide on the changes that are to be implemented within the network.
Apart from this, they can also submit proposals as well as vote on them.
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ALOHA DEFI ADVANTAGES:
Any individual can participate in the Aloha Defi ecosystem. All they need to do is connect to the
network through sharing their unused mobile data and make the most of it. To join and make the
most of Aloha Defi advantages, one needs to just download the app as well as register through it.
The Aloha app is also highly secure and features best-in-class security elements that create an independent and unique wireless network.
With Aloha, users can also earn staking rewards. Since NFTs have become quite popular, users
who purchase Aloha Tokens can consider staking NFTs and earn NFTs, which can be utilised for
governing the DAO.
THE VERDICT
If you have read this Aloha Defi review closely, you will understand that the Aloha Defi ecosystem
is undoubtedly the best Defi project that offers users the opportunity to earn passive income using
Aloha’s unique Defi ecosystem.
Whether you are new to cryptocurrency, or even if you are considering staking NFTs, and buying the
best of the brands, products and services, with the Aloha Defi ecosystem, you can never go wrong.
Our Aloha Defi review also explains how Aloha is the only app that supports WiFi sharing, allowing
users to take advantage of their unused data, which would have otherwise gone to waste.
So, if you are searching for the next best crypto project, then the Aloha Defi project is a good option.
For more details, visit https://alohadefi.io/!
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Grayscale Tops Up Ethereum Investment To $10 Billion

Ethereum makes up a large part of crypto-asset manager Grayscale’s portfolio. In a recent report, it
shows that Grayscale now has over 3 million ETH in its asset under management (AUM), amounting
to more than $10 billion. This makes the asset manager one of the largest holders of Ethereum in
the space.
The asset manager had gradually increased its ETH holdings over time, adding almost 20,000 ETH
to its portfolio back in February. The recent filings show that the New York-based asset manager
has increased its crypto holdings since its last report, which has raised the value of the total assets
under management from $33 billion to $41.4 billion.

Ethereum Is Not The Only Interest
The fund had started out providing a way for investors to invest in Bitcoin through the stock market.
But over the years, Grayscale has added more crypto-assets to its offering to provide investors more
exposure to the markets. Grayscale’s crypto management spans across a host of cryptocurrencies.
Assets in its care range from Bitcoin to Ethereum, Litecoin, Ethereum Classic, and a host of others.
In addition to its $10 billion ETH and $29 billion BTC holdings, Grayscale also holds over $700 million worth of Ethereum Classic and over $300 million worth of Litecoin in its portfolio. The size of its
assets under management puts Grayscale as the largest crypto asset manager in the world.
Read more...
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Binance Hires Former Abu Dhabi Global Market Head as Singapore CEO

The move provides an opportunity to get ahead of the regulatory curve – a sore point for the
exchange in recent weeks.
Binance has hired Richard Teng, the former CEO of Abu Dhabi’s financial watchdog, to head the
exchange’s operations in Singapore, the company said in a press release on Monday.
Teng had reportedly been in talks with the exchange's Singapore subsidiary business to join as early
as last week, CoinDesk reported.
The move can be viewed as an opportunity to get ahead of the regulatory curve which has been a
cause of consternation for the exchange in recent weeks.
Binance Singapore offers Singapore citizens and residents trading pairs for bitcoin (BTC, -1%), ether
(ETH, +0.05%) and Binance coin. The platform provides SGD deposit and withdrawal functionality
via Xfers Direct, according to a press release on Monday.
Teng spent six years at the Financial Services Regulatory Authority at Abu Dhabi Global Market as
its head.
Read more...
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Binance Hires Former Abu Dhabi Global Market Head as Singapore CEO

The move provides an opportunity to get ahead of the regulatory curve – a sore point for the
exchange in recent weeks.
Binance has hired Richard Teng, the former CEO of Abu Dhabi’s financial watchdog, to head the
exchange’s operations in Singapore, the company said in a press release on Monday.
Teng had reportedly been in talks with the exchange's Singapore subsidiary business to join as early
as last week, CoinDesk reported.
The move can be viewed as an opportunity to get ahead of the regulatory curve which has been a
cause of consternation for the exchange in recent weeks.
Binance Singapore offers Singapore citizens and residents trading pairs for bitcoin (BTC, -3.35%),
ether (ETH, -5.21%) and Binance coin. The platform provides SGD deposit and withdrawal functionality via Xfers Direct, according to a press release on Monday.
Teng spent six years at the Financial Services Regulatory Authority at Abu Dhabi Global Market as
its head.
Read more...
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Crypto ‘not protected by law,’ rules provincial high court in China

A provincial high court ruling in China has set a potential precedent by declining to protect a plaintiff’s $10,000 worth of lost crypto tokens.
Yet another blow has been dealt to China’s cryptocurrency community, with news of a new high
court ruling in the Shandong province that has drawn out the consequences of crypto’s lack of legal
status in the country.
As the South China Morning Post (SCMP) reported, the case in question was an appeal against a ruling this January by an intermediate court in the city of Jinan. The plaintiff in the case had lost 70,000
yuan (roughly $10,750) by investing in unnamed crypto tokens back in 2017, which friends of his
had reportedly endorsed. Following the People’s Bank of China’s doubling down on its anti-crypto
measures in 2018, the involved accounts were closed, leading to the loss of the tokens.
Shandong’s high court has now ruled this weekend against the plaintiff's case, which rested upon
allegations of fraud, by affirming that “investing or trading cryptocurrency isn’t protected by law.”
As previously reported, Shandong’s ruling is in line with the judgment of some other provincial
courts in China, as, for example, when a court in the Fujian province dismissed a Bitcoin-related case
last year on the grounds that a digital commodity cannot be protected by Chinese law.
Read more...
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